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Read this full essay on Marketing environment for banks. Marketing is one of the most important functions in any
organization. The sales generated and sustai.

There are also many restrictions on subliminal messages and monopolies. Smartphones can scan cheques, and
the bank can process it from their end, at their location. KHE , although businesses and manufacturers like
retailers, banks, radio and television stations Can relationship marketing be applied to all service businesses?
Consumers can apply for credit cards online, buy cheques online, and have many of their banking questions
answered online or by phone. These changes make it easier on the user to make purchases without required
intrusion from banks. Spending habits, and the reasons behind them, affect when customers borrow or spend
funds at banks. In the banking industry if the Reserve Bank increases the reserve requirements for the
commercial banks it would affect all the banking companies in the economy. The impact of technological
changes on businesses is much faster than ever before. When analyzing the information organizations are
made aware of the trends or issues that the organizations may be influenced by. Standard Chartered has been
committed to Hong Kong and China for nearly years. Before starting the process there are several factors that
need to be considered which include the purpose of the scanning, who will be participating in the processes
and the amount of time and the resources that will be allocated for the duration of the scanning process.
External environment for banking industry Essay Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! For decades, the banks in India have focused on earning big money from corporate clients.
Demography covers many aspects that are important to marketers including family dynamics, geographic
shifts, workforce changes, and levels of diversity in any given area. Additionally, banks are at the whim of the
economy â€” inflation rates can devastate banking prospects as it affects the value of currency. There are even
restrictions for some products as to who the target market may be, for example, cigarettes should not be
marketed to younger children. A common formal environmental scanning process has five steps. They must
stay informed of trends so they can be part of the next big thing, rather than becoming outdated and suffering
the consequences financially. Environmental: Reduced footprint With the use of technology â€” particularly
with mobile banking apps â€” the use for paper is being reduced. The step four of the environmental scanning
process is all about the communication of the results obtained in step three. Suppliers , customers and
competitors representing the micro environment of a company are analyzed within the industry analysis. Many
banks offer a mobile app to witness accounts, transfer funds, and pay bills on smartphones. What and how
they offer services is determined by politics and current governmental laws. Industrial economies have
markets that are diverse and carry many different types of goods. It has acquired companies in order to
consolidate its global operations; operates in 50 countries; seeks to display environmental and social
responsibility; and deals with communications technology. While many of these attempts had fruitless results,
the most successful strategic innovations have set a new paradigm in banking and have changed the way banks
compete. These institutions are no longer protected by regulatory entry barriers, and are confronted with a
marked transformation in telecommunications and computer technology. When developing aâ€¦. People turn
to banks for advice and assistance for loans related to business, home, and academics. Environmental scanning
reinforces productive strategic plans and policies that can be implemented to make the organization get the
maximum use of the business environment they are in. Each of these departments influences marketing
decisions. It serves both Consumer and Wholesale Banking customers. It is important to place equal emphasis
on both the macro and micro environment and to react accordingly to changes within them. For example,
financial publics can hinder a company's ability to obtain funds affecting the level of credit a company has.
Banks can no longer rely on traditional banking models and therefore have invested huge amounts of
resources in the search for new competitive strategies. Most of the external factors are beyond the control of a
bank. The last concern, government intervention can make it increasingly harder for a company to fulfill their
goals as requirements get more stringent. The scanning process makes the organization aware of what the
business environment is about. Research questions RQ1: How have Common Wealth Banks used the
marketing mix to overcome the negative impact of the latest worldwide financial crisis? How income flows,
whether the economy is prospering or barely surviving during times of recession, affects how much capital
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banks can access.


